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MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING – II (3341901)
Chapter # 1
1. i State importance of the metal removal processes.
ii Differentiate between metal forming and generating methods.
2. i Enlist different types of chips. Describe any one briefly.
ii State need for using cutting fluids.
iii Differentiate between orthogonal cutting and oblique cutting.
3. State the various kinds of chips with their advantages & disadvantages.
4. Explain the given terms: (i) Speed (ii) Feed (iii) Depth.
5. Define the Manufacturing process. Enlist the different types of chips and
Explain any one chip with neat sketch.

Chapter # 2
Lathe Machine:
1. List various lathe operations & explain any three with sketch.
2. Explain Tailstock offset method for Taper turning.
3. Explain Lathe machine with specification & sketch.
4. Name the principal units of Lathe machine. Explain the working principle of Lathe
machine with the help of a neat sketch.
5. State the various taper turning methods on a lathe machine. Explain with sketch any
two methods.
6. Explain uses of Chucks, collects and face plates with figure.
7. Draw a neat sketch of lath and explain any five operations performed on lathe.
8. Give classification of lathe machine. Draw block diagram of lathe and label various
parts on it
9. What are the steady & followers rest? Why are they used? Give the difference
between above two rests.
10. Give the specifications of lathe machine with sketches & explanations.
Drilling Machine:
11. Classify Drilling machine.
12. Enlist different types of drilling machines. Draw block diagram of simple drilling
machine. Show different parts on it.
13. Sketch a drilling machine and label the principal parts on it.
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14. List the tool holding devices used on drilling machine & state the uses of any one.
15. Enlist different type of drilling machine. Draw a block diagram of simple drilling
machine and label its main parts.
16. Explain with figure construction of Drilling machine.

Chapter # 3
1. List various Milling operations & explain any three with sketch.
2. Classify the milling machine. And draw line diagram of plain milling.
3. Name the different indexing methods and explain compound indexing for a milling
machine.
4. What is indexing in milling machine? Explain any two methods of indexing.
5. Give classification of milling machines.
6. Explain with figure various milling operations
7. Explain the working mechanism of a universal dividing head of milling machine.
8. State basic difference between conventional milling and climb milling.
9. Explain the working mechanism of a universal dividing head of milling machine with
sketch.
10. List standard milling cutter.
11. Explain with sketch up milling and down milling operation.
12. Explain plain & direct indexing method.

Chapter # 4
Shaping Machine:
1. Give specifications of a shaping machine.
2. Name different types of work holding devices used on shaping machine and give
their specific uses.
3. List the safety precautions to be observed while working on a shaping machine.
4. Explain the quick return mechanism of a crank type shaping machine
5. Explain various operations that can be performed on shaper machine.
6. State various work holding devices used in shaper and explain it.
7. Explain crank and slotted type quick return mechanism with sketch of Shaper
machine.
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Slotting Machine:
8. Draw block diagram of slotting machine and label its main parts. State its
specification.
9. List the operations to be carried out on a slotting machine.
10. List tool holding devices & work holding devices of slotting machine.
Planning Machine:
11. Explain the open belt and cross belt drive mechanism used in a planer machine.
12. Draw the block-diagram of planer & show two works holding device on it.
13. List work holding of planner & explain any one with sketch.
14. Difference between Shaper & Planer.

Chapter # 5
1. State the tool geometry & tool signature of single point cutting tool with sketch.
2. Define terms. (1) Tool Life (2) Machinability (3) Cutting speed
(4) Depth of cut (5) feed (6) Machine tool (7) MRR
3. i Classify machine tools drives
ii Name different types of guide-ways
iii Explain any one method of compensation for wear of guide-ways
4. Draw neat sketch of a single point cutting tool and show various elements and
angles on it.
5. Write the factors affecting tool life.
6. Write short note on tool wear.
7. Write short note on tool re-sharpening.
8. Answer in Brief. 1. Positive and Negative Rake Angle. 2. List cutting tool materials.
9. List various types of materials used for cutting tool. Explain cemented carbide.
10. Sketch geometry of plain milling cutter & twist drilling tool with nomenclature.
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Chapter # 6
Turret & Capstan Lathe:
1. Write difference between Turret and Capstan lathes.
2. List the standard equipment and tooling used on Capstan and Turret lathes.
3. Differentiate between capstan and turret lathe, state its advantage over engine lathe.
4. Explain Turret Indexing Mechanism with sketch.
5. Explain tool layout of turret & capstan lathe with sketch.
6. State advantages & disadvantages of turret & capstan lathe.
Automates:
7. List types of collects & explain construction of collect.
8. Explain Single spindle automates.
9. Explain Multi spindle automates with sketch.
10. Explain swish type auto and hydraulic copping lathe with sketch.
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THERMAL ENGINEERING - I (3341902)
Chapter # 1
1. Define Dryness fraction of steam and state its value for dry and saturated steam
2. Define following :(1) Sensible heat (2) Critical point (3) Degree of superheat
(4) Latent heat (5) Degree of Superheat (6Sub- cooled liquid.
3. Draw Mollier chart and show isentropic and throttling process on it.
4. Calculate enthalpy of 10 kg steam with temperature 300◦C and pressure of 14 bar.
5. Calculate entropy and volume of steam in above .Take Cp of steam= 2.1 KJ/Kg K
6. Explain Throttling calorimeter.
7. Find Enthalpy, Entropy and Volume of l kg steam having dryness fraction: 0.9 at
1.5 bar Steam pressure.
8. Explain Triple Point and Critical Point of H2O.
9. Explain Throttling Expansion Process of steam by p-v, T- S and h-s diagram.
10. Explain measurement of dryness fraction of steam by Combined Separating and
Throttling Calorimeter with neat sketch.
11. Define two phase system and show on T-S diagram from 0° C water to superheated
steam.

Chapter # 2
1. State functions of feed check valve, economizer and Air Pre-heater.
2. Define equivalent evaporation in context with steam boiler also state its unit.
3. Draw and explain Cochran boiler and Babcock & Wilcox boiler and show flue gas path
in them.
4. Explain water level indicator with neat sketch.
5. State four differences between induced draft and forced draft in context with steam
boiler.
6. List the boiler mountings and accessories with their functions and location.
7. Write in brief about “Indian Boiler Act”.
8. State the points for Boiler Inspection and explain any one of them.
9. What do you understand by “Heat Balance” in a boiler?
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10. Differentiate between fire tube and water tube boiler.
11. Draw heat balance sheet of boiler.
12. During a boiler trial, 3000 Kg/hr of steam having the dryness fraction: 0.90 07
were produced using 300 Kg/hr of coal. If boiler pressure: 12bar and the feed
water temp: 39o C & Calorific value of coal : 32,000 KJ/Kg; Calculate (1)
Equivalent Evaporation (2) Thermal Efficiency (3) Boiler Power.
13. A boiler producing 5000 Kg steam/hr at a 20 bar pressure. Temperature of steam is 300 o
C and feed water is 50oC. Efficiency of boiler plant is 80%. If fuel consumption is 3500
Kg/hr, find out calorific value of a fuel oil. Take specific heat for steam and water as 2.1
KJ/Kg and 4.187 KJ/Kg respectively.
14. During trial on a boiler following data has been recorded (i) Steam produced 2500 kg/hr
(ii) Coal used 250 kg/hr (iii) Feed water temperature 40° C (iv) Quality of steam dry and
saturated (v) Calorific value of coal 30000 KJ/kg (vi) Pressure of steam boiler 12 bar.
Find 1. Actual evaporation 2. Equivalent evaporation 3. Thermal efficiency of boiler.

Chapter # 3
1. Why compounding is necessary in steam turbine? List different methods of
compounding and explain any one method with sketch. Draw velocity compounding
diagram of steam turbine.
2. Draw Pressure compounding diagram of steam turbine.
3. Apply steady flow energy equation (SFEE) to nozzle and derive equation of extreme
velocity.
4. Differentiate between Impulse and Reaction turbine based on any four criteria.
5. Derive condition for maximum mass flow rate for nozzle.
6. State the functions of Steam Nozzle.
7. Explain pressure compounding for Impulse Turbine with sketch of general arrangement
and graphical presentation of variation of pressure, velocity and specific volume.
8. Define prime movers, give classification of steam turbine.

Chapter # 4
1. What do you mean by steam condenser? Write classification of steam condenser.
2. List sources of Air leakage in steam condenser and write methods for detection of air
leakage.
3. Give classification of cooling tower. And write about induced drag cooling tower.
4. Give difference between Jet condenser and Surface Condenser.
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5. Draw only neat sketch of surface type condenser and label it.
6. Write purpose of steam condenser and explain surface condenser with sketch. State
advantages & disadvantages of it.
7. Classify cooling tower and explain any one with sketch, advantages & disadvantage
8. State the methods for detection of air leakage in Condenser.
9. State the purpose of Cooling Tower and explain any one of them with sketch.

Chapter # 5
1. Define volumetric efficiency of air compressor.
2. State advantages of centrifugal compressors.
3. Explain in brief effect of clearance volume in reciprocating air compressor.
4. Compare reciprocating air compressor and rotary air compressor on four different
criteria.
5. Explain in brief intercooling in multistage air compression with its advantages.
6. Explain working of single stage reciprocating air compressor with sketch
7. State seven advantages of multistage compression over single stage compress
8. Differentiate between Reciprocating and Rotary Compressor.
9. Write advantages and disadvantages of multi stage compression and inter cooling.
10. Derive an expression for condition of maximum efficiency in case of two stage
reciprocating compressor.

Chapter # 6
1. List mode of heat transfer and give example of each.
2. List various factors affecting convective heat transfer.
3. Define absorptivity, reflectivity and transmitivity in context with radiation.
4. State Fourier’s law for conduction and explain heat conducted through flat plate. Why
negative sign attach with temperature gradient?
5. Define heat exchanger and give classification with brief introduction of each.
6. Explain concept of black body in brief.
7. Write difference between Free Convection &Forced Convection.
8. State types of heat exchangers and write application of each of them.
9. Differentiate between Black body and Gray body.
10. Explain Stefan-Boltzman Law of Radiative Heat Transfer. Write its equation indicating
units of each symbol.
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11. Write the basic equation of Convection and state factors which are affecting convective
heat transfer.
12. Calculate (1) Thermal resistance (2) heat transfer rate from following data :
Inner & Outer temperature of furnace wall: 1000 °C & 2OO °C respectively.
Furnace wall thickness 50 cm, cross sectional area 2 m2 and thermal conductivity K = 0.4
W/mK.
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THEORY OF MACHINES (3341903)
Chapter # 1
1. Define mechanism and give the difference between machine and mechanism.
2. State the different types of inversions of a double slider crank chain mechanism.
Explain any one of them with neat sketch.
3. State the different types of inversions of a Four bar chain mechanism. Explain
any one of them with neat sketch.
4. Draw neat sketch of double slider crank mechanism label its' links, joints, clearly.
5. Define the following terms :(i)Kinematics chain (ii) Lower pair
(iii)Mechanism(iv) Link (v) Higher pair(vi) Machine (vii) Kinetics
6. Explain crank and slotted lever type Quick return motion mechanism.
7. Explain 1). Elliptical trammel 2). Oldham’s coupling

Chapter # 2
1. In a four bar mechanism ABCD,AB=7cm,BC=12cm,CD=10cm and AD=18cm /_
BAD=60°.Link AD is Fixed, and point B and C lies on same side of AD .link AB rotates
at 60 RPM clock wise. Find (a) velocity of link CD.(b) angular velocity of link BC,(c)
velocity of midpoint E of link BC.
2. The crank of a reciprocating engine is 225 mm long and the connecting rod is 900
mm long. The crank is at 40° from IDC and engine speed is 150 rpm.Find (i) velocity
and acceleration of piston.(ii) angular velocity of connecting rod.
3. In an I.C.Engine the length of the crank and connecting rod are 0.2m and 0.8m
respectively. The crank rotates uniformly at 420 rpm in clockwise direction. The
crank has turned to 30o from I.D.C. Determine the followings by graphical methods
or by klein’s construction.(i) Velocity of piston (ii) Acceleration of piston.
4. ABCD is a four bar mechanism. AB=8cm, BC=11cm, CD=9 cm, AD=16cm and
BAD=60°. Link AD is Fixed and point B and C lies on same side of AD .link AB
rotates at 60 RPM clock wise. Find (a) velocity of link CD. (b) Angular velocity of link
BC.
5. In a four bar chain PQRS, PS is fixed link. Crank PQ rotates in clock wise direction at
an angular velocity of 10 rad /sec. Link PQ=70 mm, QR=RS =80 mm, PS =140 mm.
When angle SPQ = 600 and points Q and R on upper side of the link PS, find angular
velocity of link QR and RS.
6. The crank of a reciprocating engine is 120 mm long and the connecting rod is 500
mm long. The crank is at 45˚from IDC and it rotates at 600 R.P.M. in anti-clockwise
direction . Find (i) velocity and acceleration of piston.(ii) angular velocity of
connecting rod. Either use relative velocity method or Klein’s construction method.
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Chapter # 3
1. List types of cams and followers and explain valve mechanism of IC engine.
2. The exhaust valve of a diesel engine has a lift of 40 mm.it is operated by a cam
design to give uniform acceleration and retardation during opening and closing
period each of which corresponds to 60° of cam rotation, and also allows the valve
to remain fully open for 20° of cam rotation. the follower is provided with a roller of
30 mm diameter and the least distance between the centre of roller and centre of
cam is 55 mm. the line of stroke of the follower passes through the cam axis, and the
cam rotates in clock wise direction at uniform speed of 300 rpm. draw the cam
profile.
3. Draw cam profile to move the knife edge follower to give 30mm lift with S.H.M.
during 1200 of cam rotation and it dwell for 300 of cam rotation then it returns with
uniform acceleration and retardation during 1200 rotation. The follower remains in
rest at remaining period. The axis of follower passes through the axis of cam shaft.
The cam rotates in anticlockwise direction. The base circle diameter of the cam is 50
mm.
4. Draw cam profile to move the knife edge follower to give 60 mm lift with SHM.
During 120 of cam rotation & it dwells for 40 of cam rotation then I returns with
uniform velocity during 120 rotation & then follower remains in rest during
remaining period. The axis of follower passes through the axis of cam shaft. Base
circle diameter of the cam is 50mm.

Chapter # 4
1. List use of thrust bearing and derive the expression of friction torque for a conical
pivot bearing
2. List types of clutches and explain construction and working of a single plate clutch.
3. Define dynamometer. List various types of dynamometers. Explain rope brake
dynamometer
4. Classify brakes. Describe working of band and block brake with neat sketch.
5. Derive an expression for frictional torque lost in pivots assuming uniform wear
condition. Explain the effect of this assumption on the calculation
6. A conical bearing in the form of frustum of cone has a mean diameter of 200 mm.it
supports an axial load of 40 KN.the semi cone angle is 45°, and μ=0.05.determine the
power lost in friction at 100 rpm
7. Determine the power transmitted by flat belt running over a driving pulley of 500
mm
diameter at 360 rpm. Diameter of driven pulley is 1000 mm and center dist.
between two pulley is 4000 mm. Mass of the belt is 1.25 Kg/m. Co efficient of
friction between the belt and pulley is 0.12 and maximum tension in the belt is
1800N.
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Chapter # 5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Derive the expression Tc=mv² with usual notations.
Explain epicyclic gear train.
Explain Gear train in Automobile.
State need of power transmission system. Explain types of belt drive.
Derive the tension ratio T1/T2 = eμθ for a flat belt drive
Explain Reverted gear train and state its application.
A compound gear train consists of six gears A, B, C, D, E and F. Gears A, B, C, D, and E
have 80, 40, 50, 25 and 50 teeth respectively. If gear A and gear F have speed of 30
R.P.M. and 300 R.P.M. respectively, find number of teeth of gear F. Draw neat sketch
of gear train.

Chapter # 6
1. Explain turning moment diagram of four stroke cycle IC engine and press machine.
2. Explain proell governor.
3. State the difference between fly wheel and governor. Explain working of Hartnell
Governor
4. State need of balancing. Explain the balancing of a single rotating mass.
5. Classify vibration. Give causes of vibration and give their remedial actions.
6. List types of governors. Describe construction and working of any one with neat
sketch.
7. Explain the balancing of several masses, revolving in the same plane by analytical
method with neat sketch.
8. The turning moment diagram of a multi cylinder engine is drawn with a scale
[1mm=10] on abscissa and [1mm=250N.m] on the ordinate .The intercepted areas
between the torque developed by the engine and the mean resisting torque as the
machine taken in order from one end are -350, +800, -690 +900, -550, +450, and 560 mm2.The engine is running at a mean speed of 750 r.p.m and the co-efficient of
fluctuation of speed is 0.02.Density of rim material is 7100 kg/m3 .The centrifugal
stress in rim material is limited to 6 N/mm2.
Three masses 5 kg, 6 kg and 8 kg are revolving about an axis in the same plane at
radius of 0.12 m, 0.10 m and 0.15 m respectively. The angle between 5 kg and 6 kg
mass is 600 and 6 kg and 8 kg mass is 1650.Determine magnitude and position of
the balance mass ay a radius of 0.14 m for the state balance.
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COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN (3341904)
Chapter# 1
1. List design steps and explain each step.
2. Application of CAD.
3. Give benefits of CAD
4. ExplainRequirements of computer graphic.
5. Explain homogenous transformation shortly.

Chapter# 2
1. List types and features of graphics terminal
2. Different between CAD and convention design
3. State types of modeling used in CAD system.
4. Explain any one modeling system
5. What is CAD work station?
6. Write Need and Concept of 3D printing.
7. Short note: 1)CRT 2)LCD 3)LED

Chapter# 3
1. Explain machine control unit (MCU).
2. Classification of geometric model in detail.
3. Short note:1)solid model 2)wire frame model 3) surface model
4. Explain CSG method.
5. Explain b-rep method
6. Different between parametric and Non –parametric model
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Chapter# 4
1. Explain command of PRO-E.
2. Explain Auto-cad command shortly.
3. Write features of pro-engineer software.
4. Explain 3D modeling command.
5. Write short note about surface modeling command.

Chapter# 5
1. Why assemblies do in software?
2. Explain assembly approach in detail.
3. What is assembly constrain explain with figure.
4. Write short note : INVENTOR
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METROLOGY & INSTRUMENTATION (3341905)
Chapter # 1
1. Define: (1) Metrology (2) Inspection (3) Threshold and (4) accuracy.
2. State name of direct and indirect measuring instruments.
3. List the linear measuring instruments and define quality control.
4. Differentiate between Accuracy and Precision.
5. Explain the functions of inspection.
6. Explain the need of end standard.
7. Explain in brief interchangeability and selective assembly.
8. Draw neat sketch of height gauge.
9. Explain principle and working of height gauge.
10. How angle is measured with help of sine bar.
11. Explain the wringing process for joining slip gauge.
12. Select most appropriate slip gauges from M-112/1 set for following dimensions. (1)
34.4785 (2) 72.985
13. Explain working and application of angle dekkor.
14. Write short note on calibration of venire caliper. OR Name the parts of vernier
caliper. OR Draw the labeled diagram of vernier caliper.
15. Why wringing is required?
16. Find the least of the vernier with minimum of 0.5mm on main scale and 50 vernier
divisions.
17. What is least count? How to find the least count of height gauge?
18. Draw the labeled diagram of micrometer.
19. Draw the diagram of slip gauge indicating 50mm and active faces and Write the uses
of slip gauges.
20. Draw the labeled of bevel protector.
21. Write the uses of surface plate.
22. Explain the working of sine bar with diagram.
23. With the help of a neat sketch, explain the working principle of outside micrometer
and show 26.65 mm on it.
24. Write a short note on Optical Bevel Protractor and find appropriate angle gauges to
produce 23º49‟24‟‟.
25. Draw neat sketch of optical clinometers.
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Chapter # 2
Define: (1) Flatness (2) straightness.
Explain in brief any one straightness measuring method.
Explain in brief any one flatness measuring method.
Write short note on dial indicator. OR Explain the working of dial indicator with
diagram.
5. Draw symbol of i)Roundness ii)Parallelity iii)Perpendicularity
6. Explain with diagram roundness measurement.
7. List the types of gear and explain module.
8. Explain the measurement gear tooth thickness with diagram.
9. Explain the method to check roundness of a shaft with the help of „V‟ block and dial
indicator.
10. Define best wire size. State its mathematical relation
11. Explain ‘V’ Block and dial indicator method of roundness testing.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chapter # 3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What is CLA value and give their full form.
State why calibration is necessary?
Explain working principle of stylus instruments.
What is the use of Talysurf Tester?
State the full form RMS
Draw the symbol of surface roughness with complete detail
Describe the working principle of “Tombilson surface meter”.
Differentiate between roughness and waviness.
Define: Mean line.

Chapter # 4
1. Define: (1) Addendum (2) Dedendum (3) Circular pitch (4) Thickness of tooth (5)
Diametral pitch (6) Module (7) Pitch Circle Diameter. (8)Pitch of thread.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Explain principle and working of gear tooth vernier caliper.
Explain Parkinson’s gear tester.
Name the 2 methods to measure gear tooth thickness.
Show the important elements of spur gear with a neat sketch.
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Chapter # 5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Draw neat sketch of screw thread and label its elements.
Describe three wire methods for measuring an effective diameter of thread.
State the elements of external thread.
Explain the measurement of major diameter of bolt.
Define the following as related to screw thread: 1)Major diameter 2)Minor diameter
3)Effective diameter 4)Pitch 5)Lead 6)Helix angle 7)Flank
6. State name of errors in screw thread.

Chapter # 6
1.
2.
3.
4.

Write short note on dead weight piston gauge.
What is limit gauges? Name different limit gauges, state their applications.
State the advantages and disadvantages of limit gauge.
Explain plug gauge with the help of diagram.
5. What are “GO” and “NOT GO” members of limit gauges?

Chapter # 7
1. Write short note on Nondestructive testing (NDT).
2. State the advantages of non destructive testing.
3. Name the NDT methods and describe any one method of Non-Destructive Testing in
detail.
4. Explain dye penetration method of testing.

Chapter # 8
1. Write advantages of LVDT.
2. Name the various types of transducers.
3. Differentiate between active and passive transducers.
4. Explain working principle of capacitance type transducer.
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Chapter # 9
1. State application of Thermometer.
2. Explain the working principle of radiation pyrometer with neat sketch.
3. Write short note on capacitance type transducer.
4. Write short note on rotameter.
5. Name 4 temperature measuring devices.
6. Draw diagram of ‘U’ tube manometer.
7. Explain the working of bellow type flow meter.
8. Explain the working of thermocouple.
9. Differentiate between resistance thermometer and thermocouple.
10. Classify the pressure measuring devices and list the different transducers to
measure pressure.
11. Classify the different flow measuring devices and list the different transducers to
measure flow.
12. Explain working principle of pressure capsule.
13. Explain working principle of optical pyrometer with the help of figure. Also state the
advantages of pyrometer.
14. Draw the circuit diagram of resistance thermometer. Explain its principle and
working.
15. Write short note on inclined manometer.
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PLANT MAINTENANCE & SAFETY (3341906)
Chapter # 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Explain aims of maintenance engineering.
Explain primary functions of maintenance department.
Explain secondary functions of maintenance department.
List out the types of maintenance and explain any four in detail.
Explain Breakdown maintenance and list its advantages and disadvantages.
Explain: Annual cost method & MAPI method.
Define service life and list out the factors affecting it.
Define following terms
Maintenance (b) Maintenance Engineering (c) Maintainability (d) Service life
Maintenance cost (f) Periodic Maintenance

Chapter # 2
1. List causes and effects of wear.
2. List the types of wear and explain any two of it.
3. Explain effects of wear in detail.
4. List out the wear reduction process and explain any four of it.
5. List the types of lubricating oil and define lubrication.
6. List different types of lubrication method and explain any three of it.
7. Define surface corrosion and explain principle of surface corrosion.
8. List out factors affecting corrosion and explain in detail.
9. List out types of corrosion and explain any four in detail.
10. List the types of corrosion prevention methods and explain anodic protection
method.
11. Write short note on cathodic protection method.

Chapter # 3
1. Draw decision tree for: low steam pressure in boiler, lathe chuck stops revolving,
pump fails to deliver water, reduced petrol average of an engine.
2. Explain fault tracing and decision tree.
3. Define logic path and write down the steps of preparing decision tree.
4. List the activities of fault tracing.

Chapter # 4
1. List causes and effects of wear.
2. Define periodic inspection and list the factors to be considered in periodic
inspection.
3. Explain procedure for periodic inspection.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Define Degreasing and explain methods of degreasing and cleaning.
Short note: Repair schemes.
Short note: Repair complexity.
Write the steps of preventive maintenance programme and list out advantages of it.
Explain maintenance scheduling and VEIN analysis.
Explain repair cycle concept with one example.

Chapter # 5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Define accident and list out its causes.
Explain mechanical hazards in detail.
Explain reasons for electrical shock and remedies for preventing electric hazards.
Explain safety colour codes.
Explain fire fighting methods and classification of fire materials.
List the salient feature points of factories act 1948 for health and safety.

Chapter # 6
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Define Recovery. List methods of recovery and explain any two in detail.
Explain metal spraying, chromium plating and adhesive bonding.
Write down advantages and disadvantages of metal spraying.
Explain factors affecting selection of recovery methods.
Explain process of reconditioning.
Define Retrofitting and explain application of it in detail.

Chapter # 7
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Define Foundation and list the factors to be considered for designing foundation.
List out the types of foundation draw the figures of it.
List the types of foundation bolts and draw the neat sketch of it.
Define Grouting and explain its process.
Define erection and list the equipment used in erection work.
Short note: foundation of boiler.
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